
Thuraya SeaStar

Unrivaled functionality now within 
everyone’s grasp
Thuraya has enhanced its reputation for high quality satellite communications by designing 
a circuit switched voice terminal that brings maritime communications within the reach of 
all that operate at sea. Thuraya SeaStar offers unrivaled functionality and unprecedented 
levels of value.

Thuraya’s new terminal meets the evolving needs of the modern fishing market, introducing 
the power of modern satellite communications capability to small scale operators. Thuraya 
SeaStar is ideal for smaller and regional owner operator fishing vessels, although its appeal 
extends to other operators looking for quality communications. 

Designed specifically for harsh maritime environments, and to IEC 60945 standards, 
Thuraya SeaStar also satisfies the operational and crew welfare requirements of larger 
vessels. Thuraya SeaStar offers an effective solution for catch reporting, and an accessible 
emergency calls and notification capability. 

Delivering the reassurance of constant connectivity and communications, Thuraya SeaStar 
offers voice, SMS, data and tracking, on an easy and intuitive interface that is based on the 
Android operating systems.
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Product overview
Thuraya SeaStar is a circuit switched voice terminal manufactured in partnership with Westone.

Conforming to IEC 60945 requirements, Thuraya SeaStar offers voice, SMS, data and tracking, on 
aneasy and intuitive interface. Users can make satellite voice calls to normal PSTN phones, mobile 
phones and other satellite phones through the Thuraya satellite network. Thuraya SeaStar can also 
connect to a standard analogue phone or private branch exchange.

Additional features include:
External speaker connection

GmPRS data connection

User defined geofencing function

Alert button

Cable runs of up to 75m

Comprehensive installation pack, including antenna, below decks unit, 

25m standard cables, mounting brackets and bolts

Thuraya SeaStar is ideal for smaller and regional owner operator fishing vessels. The reach of 
Thuraya’s network is extensive: according to data from the Western & Central Pacific Fisheries 
Commission (WCPFC), 80% of the world’s fishing regions lie within Thuraya’s footprint.

Thuraya SeaStar will also appeal to regional merchants looking for a back-up system alternative to 
VHF and GSM.

Technical Specifications
GmPRS 60kbps/15kbps down/up

Circuit Switch Voice Yes

SMS Yes

RJ 45 LAN port One

RS 232 Serial port Yes

SIM card holder Yes

RJ11 extension Yes

3.5mm audio o/p Yes

Mini-USB port  Standard USB2.0 for software upgrade

DC power connector 10.8 to 31.2V

Distress alert Yes

E-mail via laptop Yes

Restricted dialing Yes

Geofencing Yes

GPS Built in

Position reporting Yes


